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Part A: General information 
Introduction 
Numeracy assessment BLUE is designed for students who performed below the Year 9 
benchmark, however, it is available for use under An Even Start program for eligible 
students needing a higher level of assessment.   
 
Tutors must have read the General Tutor Guide and be familiar with these instructions 
prior to administering the assessment.   
 
Students must sit a pre-tuition assessment at the start of the program and a post-tuition 
assessment at the end of the program. 
 
The tutor should select the appropriate assessment for each student.  
 
For the pre-tuition assessment, if it becomes evident after the first 8 questions that the 
chosen assessment is too difficult (less than 3 correct), then the assessment should be 
stopped and assessment GREEN commenced.  To avoid undermining the student’s 
confidence, the tutor should make such a change as unobtrusively as possible.  You 
might say, ‘Sorry, I’ve just realised that I got you started on the wrong assessment…’ 
 
It would then be necessary to distribute the GREEN assessment materials and 
recommence administration using the Numeracy Assessment Administration Guide: 
GREEN.  
 
For the post-tuition assessment the student should attempt all questions. 
 
Time estimate 
Front Cover            1 min 
Practice questions               4 min 
Assessment questions        40 min  
Total approximately            45 min 
It is important that sufficient time is allowed for all questions to be attempted.  
Requirements 
The tutor needs:  
• a computer with the assessment tool system and a profile created for the student 

sitting the assessment. 
• this administration guide; 
• one note-taking guide with probes (attached at Appendix 1 for pre-tuition 

assessment and Appendix 4 for post-tuition assessment); 
• a pencil and eraser; 
• a complete set of materials relating to assessment YELLOW should also be on 

hand, in case the chosen assessment is too difficult; and 
 
The student needs:  
• a pencil and eraser; 
• a working-out booklet (attached at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition assessment and 

Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment); 
• the correct assessment booklet (only if not working on-screen). 
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Administration 
Each numeracy assessment is to be administered one-to-one.  The assessment is 
designed to be highly diagnostic to enable the tutor to identify the learning needs of the 
student. 
The assessment is designed to be administered on-screen although it can be printed 
and administered on paper.  There is a strong visual appeal in the colour, on-screen 
version and feedback indicates students are more engaged by the on-screen version. 
On-screen is also more convenient because:  
• multiple choice responses are automatically scored at the time of testing; and 
• on-screen marking of constructed response questions is automatically incorporated 

into the various reporting formats. 
 
If for some reason on-screen administration is not possible, then it is recommended that 
the assessment booklet is printed in colour. 
 
Paper administration will require hand-entering of all multiple-choice responses and 
student constructed response scores after testing.   
 
In the event of a student struggling with the on-screen format of a question, it is 
suggested that you have a hard-copy of the assessment on-hand during administration.  
 
Any student working out should be made in the Student working-out booklet (attached 
at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition assessment and Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment) 
and used when marking relevant questions and later diagnosis of misconceptions. A 
small number of questions on assessment BLUE ask for students to show their working. 
 
Assistance 
For numeracy assessment BLUE, pre- and post-tuition, let the student know that he/she 
may ask you to read any word or even any whole question to them. This is to minimise 
the reading burden of the assessments.  
Provide students with an option for the question to be read a second time. Spoken 
instructions and read text should be ‘chunked’ to facilitate auditory processing. Multiple 
choice options may be read if they contain words. 
Do not give the answer to an assessment question, the meaning of a word, or hints 
about how to approach the question. However, if students are uncertain about 
procedures such as how to enter/write/display their answers, you may explain this 
during the assessment, provided you do not give mathematical information. 

Note taking and probes 
It is recommended that for each question, NOTES about student methods and 
strategies are made by the tutor in the Note-taking guide. To assist with this process, 
expected strategies have been anticipated so that in most cases only a bubble need be 
shaded. Tutors will need to become familiar with this Note-taking guide before 
administration (attached at Appendix 1 for pre-tuition assessment and Appendix 4 for 
post-tuition assessment). 

To help determine methods and strategies used, one, or at the most two, probing 
questions may be asked. Suggestions for PROBES are made in the note-taking guide 
and illustrated in the Practice questions. Responses given to probes will inform the 
Tuition program. PLEASE NOTE: Verbal responses after the SAY PROBE are for 
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diagnostic purposes only and, even if correct, MUST NOT contribute to student 
achievement scores and should not be converted to written responses or entered on-
screen.  

There are 3 types of PROBES. 

1. HOW – HOW did you get that answer?  Only asked when the strategy or method 
used by the student is not obvious.  

2. SAY – Can you SAY the answer? 

Only asked for constructed response 
questions when it is suspected that the 
student may know the answer but is unable 
to write it. 

3. WORKING – Can you try to WORK out 
the answer in your booklet?    

Only asked for those questions where written 
WORKING out is required and when none 
has been given. 

 

It is important to use PROBES where students do not give a response or where 
students are required to work the answers out mentally. The main purpose is to 
ascertain student strategy or method where this is not obvious. It is important to use the 
probes thoughtfully; otherwise the student may become tired or frustrated.  

Recording constructed responses 
On-screen administration:  
Student constructed responses are captured by the on-screen software and will be 
available on-screen to tutors for scoring after administration. However, it is suggested 
that tutors also record student constructed responses on their note-taking guide 
(attached at Appendix 1 for pre-tuition assessment and Appendix 4 for post-tuition 
assessment) in the box that is part of the reproduced question for later reference during 
the tuition program.  
 
Paper administration:  
Student constructed responses will be written by students into the boxes in their 
assessment booklets.  
 
Working mentally or on paper 
A small number of questions have special icons. 

This icon indicates that the question is to be worked out mentally. No writing of 
any sort is allowed for these questions.  
 
This icon indicates that a written method is to be shown by the student in the 
working-out booklet (attached at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition assessment and 
Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment) 

 
Most questions have no icons so students may choose whether they work mentally or 
on the working-out booklet. 
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Part B: Administering the assessment 
 
Read aloud ALL the text in shaded boxes (except that in brackets)  
 
1 Distributing the materials 
Give the student a Working-out booklet (attached at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition 
assessment and Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment), a pencil and an eraser.  
 
2 Student name 
Make sure that the student name appears on the: 
• Tutor note-taking guide (attached at Appendix 1 for pre-tuition assessment and 

Appendix 4 for post-tuition assessment); 
• Student working-out booklet (attached at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition assessment and 

Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment); and 
• front cover of the assessment booklet (Only if not working on-screen). 
 
3  Explaining the purpose 

This assessment will help us to find out some things that you know about maths and 
some things you don’t know.  
Then we can work together. 
Just do your best. I would like you to try every question.   
We will start with some practice questions.     
4 Doing the practice questions 
The on-screen assessment is controlled using a computer mouse. Invite the student to 
use the mouse to click on the practice questions.  If they don’t want to or can’t control 
the mouse, use the mouse yourself to move to the practice questions for the student.   
These instructions assume on-screen administration. They would have to be adapted 
for pen-and-paper administration. 

Would you like to click the mouse for me?  I’ll tell you when we get to the practice 
questions.  
There are 3 Practice questions. I can read any question for you. Just ask me. 
But, I cannot help you to do the question.   
Sometimes I might ask you an extra question or two.  
For each question I will make some written notes. 
If you are not sure, it is OK to make a guess at the answer.   
Any questions?      

 

Please read Practice question 1.  

Wait while the child attempts to read the question. If the student appears 
hesitant ask, “Would you like me to read the question?” 

Now click the bubble next to the answer.  (Or ‘shade the bubble’ if not on-screen)                        
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If the student is uncomfortable using the mouse or lacks sufficient control you can ask 
them to say or point to their choice and click for them.  

(If correct say) Yes, that is correct.  Well done!  
(If no response say) Don’t forget that it is OK to make a guess at the answer. 
If you make a mistake, you can change your answer.  Just click on the one you think it 
is and your answer will change.  

 

Now for Practice question 2. Notice this question has a person thinking (point to icon).  
That means you must do the question in your head. No working out on paper is allowed. 
Please read Practice question 2. 

Wait while the child attempts to read the question. If the student appears 
hesitant ask, “Would you like me to read the question?” 

 

You put the answer in this box. 
You must key in/write the answer as a number, not in words. 
Point out the number keys if student is keying own answer.   

(If correct say) Yes, that’s right! 
(If strategy not obvious, PROBE) HOW did you get that answer? 
(If no written response, PROBE) Can you SAY the answer?     
(If no verbal response given, say) Would you like to have a guess at the answer?  
If you make a mistake you can easily change your answer like this. 
Demonstrate how to answer, delete and re-enter in the box. 

Now for Practice question 3.  
Notice that this question shows a little pencil. (Point to icon)  
That means that you must show how you work out your answer.  Use the working-out 
booklet I have given you. Please read Practice question 3. 

Wait while the child attempts to read the question. If the student appears 
hesitant ask, “Would you like me to read the question?” 

 

Now do your working on the working-out booklet.    
Then key in/write your answer in this space (point to the place) or I can key it in for you.  

Wait while the student does some working.  

(If no written working is shown, PROBE) Can you try to WORK the answer out? 
(If unable to show working, PROBE) Can you SAY the answer? 
 

It is important that the student understands what is meant by working. Demonstrate any 
two of the following examples on the paper. 
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Here are some examples of working for this question. 
Student 1   Student 2                     Student 3         
  5   |||||    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …….6, 7, 8, 9 
       +  4   ||||    counts all 
      9     9 
Any method is OK. 
Do you have any questions?    

Answer any questions the student may have. Explain further if necessary. 

That is the end of the Practice questions. 
 
5 Doing the Assessment 
Now you are going to do some questions by yourself. 
Remember if you make a mistake, it is easy to change your answer. 
If one question is too hard, don’t worry, we will just go on to the next one. 
It’s OK to make a guess at the answer.            
 
Make sure that you have printed the correct Note-taking guide (attached at Appendix 1 
for pre-tuition assessment and Appendix 4 for post-tuition assessment) and the correct 
Student working-out booklet (attached at Appendix 2 for pre-tuition assessment and 
Appendix 5 for post-tuition assessment) before commencing the assessment. 
For each question, follow the same procedure as for the Practice questions. Do not give 
cues as to whether or not a response is correct. Use non-committal feedback such as 
“Good”  
Use the suggested PROBES and make NOTES in the Note-taking guide. 
To gain the most useful diagnostic report, all questions should be attempted. Encourage 
students to keep trying.  
However, if after passing the half-way mark, the student begins to show fatigue, stress 
or anxiety, or if the assessment is going well beyond the allocated time, it is possible to 
take a break and complete the assessment at a later time. NOTE: DO NOT SELECT 
EXIT AND SAVE. It is necessary to leave the computer software running and simply 
resume the assessment from where the student left off. If EXIT AND SAVE is selected it 
is not possible to resume the on-screen assessment, but it could continue on paper. 
 

6 Completing the assessment 
After the assessment is completed, thank the student for their perseverance and hard 
work. 
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Part C: After the assessment 
Hand scoring and entering the data 
When the assessment is administered on-screen, the multiple choice questions are 
automatically scored and a marking guide for the student constructed responses is 
generated through the software. 
Mark the student constructed response questions using the Marking Guide (attached at 
Appendix 3 for pre-tuition assessment and Appendix 6 for post-tuition assessment). 
When you enter these scores into the software it will generate a detailed diagnostic 
report on the student’s performance.   
If the assessment has been completed on paper, it is necessary to enter all student 
constructed responses and multiple-choice responses into the software.  
A diagnostic report is generated with links to the Tutor Resources.  This report includes 
the student’s scores that need to be entered into the An Even Start National Tuition 
Management System (NTMS).  Both the student’s total score for numeracy and the total 
for each individual strand will need to be entered.  The NTMS can be accessed at 
www.anevenstart.dest.gov.au/ntms.htm. The entry of the student pre-tuition assessment 
scores will trigger commencement of tuition in the NTMS and will enable your employer 
to begin making payments to tutors.   
Details on accessing tutor resources and designing the tuition program can be 
found in the General Tutor Guide.   

Part D: Post-tuition assessment 
To administer the post-tuition assessment: 
• re-read Part A: General Information of this guide; 
• print off the post-tuition Note-taking guide and the post-tuition Student working-out 

booklet (Appendices 4 and 5 respectively). Completion of the Note-taking guide for 
the post-tuition assessment is optional but recommended as a diagnostic record for 
any future tuition;  

• repeat Part B: Administering the assessment;  and 
• repeat Part C: After the assessment but use the post-tuition Marking Guide (see 

Appendix 6). 
All student scores for both pre- and post-tuition assessments MUST be entered into the 
NTMS.  The NTMS can be accessed at www.anevenstart.dest.gov.au/ntms.htm.  The 
entry of student post-tuition assessment scores will trigger completion of tuition in the 
NTMS and final payments.    
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Tutor 
Note–taking Guide  
IMPORTANT: KEEP AWAY FROM STUDENT VIEW 

Student name 
 

Date 
 

 

General PROBES  
Use when strategies, methods, working are not obvious or to elicit further information. 

1. HOW - HOW did you get that answer? Only asked when strategy or method used 
by the student is not obvious. 

 
2. SAY - Can you SAY the answer? Only asked for constructed response questions 

when it is suspected that the student may know the answer but is unable to write it. 
 
3. WORKING - Can you try to WORK out the answer in your booklet?   Only asked 

for those questions where written WORKING out is required and when none has 
been given. 

 

Question Notes about strategy used and verbal 
responses given 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counting, nodding silently 
 knew to compare to the half-way point 
of $14.50 

 $146 looks most like $14.60 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counting, nodding silently 
 used strategy such as half of 20 is 10 
 divided by 2 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 20 is one bigger than 19 so need to 
take 1 

 worked out 19 + 18 and 20 + 18 – 1 to 
find answers are the same 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent. 
If no written response: WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method explained 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counting, nodding silently 
 elimination. For example, knew that 
the 5 was hundredths so had to be C 
or D. Knew that 2 was not 2 tenths so 
had to be D. 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent 
If no written response: WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method explained 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 puts marks/lines on wall at ⅔ and at ½ 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent 
If no written response: WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method explained 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 multiplied 4 and 4 
 multiplied 4 and 2 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 knew to compare with half-way point 
77 500  

 600 is close to another 1000 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 tried to perform a short division 
 elimination. For example, 10 × 6 = 60. 
Too small so not A. etc 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 Half is 50% so ¼ is 25% 
 4% (or 40%) looks most like ¼ 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
other _________________________ 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 compared units, then tenths, then 
hundredths etc 

 elimination. For example, Not A 
because 6.23 is larger than A. etc 

 D because 6179 is larger than 62, 623 
and 6087. (Whole number thinking) 

 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counted cubes 
 A because it’s taller  
 B because tall and fat 
 D because it looks like more 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 
Student name  

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 1 metre is 100 cm, 1.5 metre is 150 cm 
so must be 160cm 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 halved rectangle 
 counted and joined part squares 
together 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 5 is only a small number in 1 year 
 5 is a lot of times to be late 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 
Student name  

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 elimination. For example, Blue must be 
largest therefore not A or D. Yellow 
must be second largest, therefore not 
C 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 tried to list numbers in order 
 205 is the middle number in the table 
 tried to average (find mean) 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 located intersection of column E and 
row 4, then used key 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
other _________________________ 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 
Student name  

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 used half-turn as reference point 
 labelled ¼, ½ and ¾ rev locations 
 turned self 
 counted spokes  
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 used 90° as referent 
 elimination. It’s bigger than 45 and 60 
etc. It’s less than 100. Therefore C. 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _____________________ 

 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 took 27 from 33 
 counted on from 27 to 33 
 4 because 7 take 3 is 4 
 14 because 30-20=10 and 7-3=4 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 
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Appendix 1: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 
Student name  

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 tried to work backwards 
 used trial and error. For example, I’ll 
try 5. No too small. I’ll try 10 

 subtracted 4 from 16 to get 12 
 subtracted 4 from 16 to get 12 then 
doubled to get 24 

 subtracted 4 from 12 to get 12 then 
halved to get 6 

 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 used first sentence as written to mean 
g = 4p 

 wrote down some examples. For 
example 1 g = 4 p, 2 g = 8 p etc 

 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 2: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Student 
Working-out Booklet  
Student name 

 
Date 

 

 

P1  

P2* To be done in your head. 

P3* 

Write your working here. 

 

1  

2  

3* To be done in your head. 
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Appendix 2: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

4* 

Write your working here. 

5  

6* 

Write your working here. 

7  

8* 

Write your working here. 
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Appendix 2: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

9  

10 

 

11  

12 

 

13 
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Appendix 2: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

14  

15  

16  

17  

18  

19  
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Appendix 2: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

20  

21  

22  

23  

24  

25  
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Appendix 3: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Pre-tuition 
Constructed Response Marking Guide 
Note: Keys to Multiple Choice items are provided for Tutor information only.* 
Question Key Score 1 Score 0 
9Pre01 B    
9Pre02   15 Other. For example, any other amount. 
9Pre03 A    

9Pre04   

0.58 m by an acceptable written algorithm 
showing alignment/significance of 
decimal point. This includes making 6.80 
up to 7.35 by addition of small amounts, 
subtracting 680 from 735 and replacing 
the decimal point in the answer, etc. 

Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. Do not accept 58. 

9Pre05 D    

9Pre06   

180 by an acceptable written algorithm. 
This includes repeated addition. For 
example, 60 + 60 =120, 120 + 60 = 180. 

Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. 

9Pre07 D     

9Pre08   

56 km with an appropriate written 
algorithm. This includes making 78 up to 
134 by adding, adding 2 to both numbers 
to make the subtraction easier (e.g. 136 – 
80) etc. 

Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. 

9Pre09 B    
9Pre10 C    
9Pre11 D     
9Pre12 C    
9Pre13 B    
9Pre14 D     
9Pre15 B    
9Pre16   6 Other. For example, any other amount. 
9Pre17 B    
9Pre18 B    
9Pre19   204 Other. For example, any other amount. 
9Pre20 B    
9Pre21 D     
9Pre22 C     
9Pre23   6 Other. For example, any other amount. 
9Pre24   10 Other. For example, any other amount. 
9Pre25 B    

* layout for multiple choice options is  A B 
      C D 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition Tutor 
Note-taking Guide 
IMPORTANT: KEEP AWAY FROM STUDENT VIEW 

Student name 
 

Date 
 

 

General PROBES  
Use when strategies, methods, working are not obvious or to elicit further information. 

4. HOW - HOW did you get that answer? Only asked when strategy or method used 
by the student is not obvious. 

 
5. SAY - Can you SAY the answer? Only asked for constructed response questions 

when it is suspected that the student may know the answer but is unable to write it. 
 
6. WORKING - Can you try to WORK out the answer in your booklet?   Only asked 

for those questions where written WORKING out is required and when none has 
been given. 

 

Question Notes about strategy used and verbal 
responses given 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 knew to compare to half-way $126.50 
 knew 80c close to $1 
 counted, nodded silently 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counting, nodding silently 
 used strategy such as half of 60 is 30 
 divided by 2 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 30 is one bigger than 29 and 32 bigger 
than 28 so need to take 3 

 worked out 29 + 28 and then tried to 
find answer the same 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent. 
If no written response: 
WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method explained 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 elimination. For example, must be B or 
D because only they show 8 
hundredths. Can’t be D because that is 
40 ones. 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent 
If no written response: 
WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method used 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 drew lines on wall at ¾ and 5

3  
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

If written response, method will be 
apparent. 
If no written response: 
WORKING 
 
SAY (If still no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
If verbal response 
HOW 

 automatic, just knew 
 mental method explained 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 tried options till got 36 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 88 is closer to 90 than to 85 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 performed a short division 
 elimination. For example, 30 × 8 + 9 = 

249. Too small etc. 
 9 – 8 = 1 therefore B or C 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 20 goes into 100 five times 
 % means ‘over/out of 100’ 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other_______________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 compared units, then tenths, then 

hundredths etc 
 elimination. For example, Not A 

because 6.44 is larger than A. etc 
 D because 8044 is larger than 84, 804 

and 844. (Whole number thinking) 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 counted all blocks 
 counted front face and doubled 
 counted top row (6) four times 
 multiplied 3 by 2 by 4 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other_______________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 1 metre is 100 cm, 5 metre is 500 cm 
so must be … 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other_______________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 halved rectangle 
 counted and joined part squares 
together 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 950 is nearly all of the students 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 elimination. Blue and Yellow both 
larger so can’t be A or B. Not D 
because B must be about double R.  

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 tried to list numbers in order 
 172 is the middle number in the table 
 tried to average (find mean) 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 located ship then saw row and column 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 divided circle into 3 equal parts 
 counted spokes 
 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other __________________________ 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 used 90° as referent 
 elimination. It’s bigger than 75 and 80 
etc. It’s less than 120. Therefore C. 

 guessed 
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other __________________________ 
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Appendix 4: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition note-taking guide 
(continued) 

Student name 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 added 8 to 43 
 took 8 from 43 
 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 
 

 

HOW (If strategy not obvious) 
 automatic, just knew 
 tried to work backwards 
 used trial and error. For example, I’ll 
try 5. No too big. I’ll try 4 etc 

 added 8 and 20 to get 28 
 added 8 and 20 to get 28 then doubled 
to get 56 

 added 8 and 20 to get 28 then halved 
to get 14 

 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 

 
SAY (If no written response) 

 correct verbal after PROBE 
 incorrect or no verbal after PROBE 

 

 

HOW (If option selected) 
 automatic, just knew 
 knew that ÷ 2 was same as halving 
 used first sentence to look for ½. 
Hence chose C or D. 

 wrote down some examples. For 
example h = 5, w = 10 etc 

 guessed  
 don’t know, can’t explain 

 
 other _________________________ 
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Appendix 5: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition 
Student Working-out Booklet 
Student name 

 
Date 

 

 

P1  

P2* To be done in your head. 

P3* 

Write your working here. 

 

1  

2  

3* To be done in your head. 
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Appendix 5: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

4* 

Write your working here. 

5  

6* 

Write your working here. 

7  

8* 

Write your working here. 
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Appendix 5: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

9  

10* 

Write your working here. 

11  

12 

 

13 
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Appendix 5: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

14 

 

15  

16  

17  

18  

19  
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Appendix 5: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition Student Working-out 
booklet (continued) 

Student name 
 

 

20  

21  

22  

23 

 

24  

25  
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Appendix 6: Numeracy Assessment BLUE Post-tuition 
Constructed Response Marking Guide 
Note: Keys to Multiple Choice items are provided for Tutor information only.* 
Question Key Score 1 Score 0 
9Post01 B    
9Post02   35 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post03 C    

9Post04   

0.36 m (with or without leading zero) by 
an acceptable written algorithm showing 
alignment/significance of decimal point. 
This includes making 2.09 up to 2.45 by 
addition of small amounts, subtracting 
209 from 245 and replacing the decimal 
point in the answer, etc. 

Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. Do not accept 36. 

9Post05 B    

9Post06   

200 by an acceptable written algorithm. 
This includes repeated addition (40 + 40 
+ 40 + 40 + 40) etc. 

Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. 

9Post07   3
2

using the fraction wall. Accept ⅔ 

entered in one box. 
 Other. For example any other fraction. 

9Post08   

 288 by an acceptable written algorithm. 
This includes making 155 up to 443, or 
adding the same amounts to both 
numbers to make subtraction easier (e.g. 
443 - 155 = 448 – 160 = 488 – 200 = 288) 

 Other. For example, any other amount, 
unable to perform written algorithm or 
correct answer but error made with 
algorithm. 

9Post09 C    
9Post10 C    
9Post11 D     

9Post12   5
1

, 
10
2

 or 
100
20

 by any method. Accept 

fraction entered in one box. 

Other. For example any other fraction. Do 
not accept 0.20. 

9Post13 C     
9Post14   24 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post15   530 by any method Other. For example 53 or 5300. 
9Post16   10 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post17 C     
9Post18 C    
9Post19   180 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post20   B4 or 4B Other grid reference. 
9Post21 B    
9Post22 C     
9Post23   51 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post24   3 by any method Other. For example any other amount. 
9Post25 A    

* layout for multiple choice options is  A B 
      C D 


